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owned-and-operated correctional facilities has jumped from 1,331 to 65,000.
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potential: .no customersadsfactiondepartment, no free samplepromotiors, no
Presidents'Day salesbonanzas.If the
food sucks-good! That's how the public wants it. Lower the thermostat a few
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lock a guy up and throw away the key;
it's the fellow who can do it for a soog
who is going to stand out as the real p1oneer of this nascent enterprise.
Contracts are awarded latgely based on
cost-cutting guarantees,and the leaders
in the field are all pushing the savings
envelope in creative and unusual ways.
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had beenquietly undercut by more than
10 percent when it came to acnral hires.
"Security
staff is extremely shott"The
handed," the inspectots noted.
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explorers, scouting uncharted territory
for how fat rhey may go. In that adven- package is apparently an industry-wide
turous spirit, Esmor inventively applied phenomenon, Wackenhut Corrections
the winner-rake-allapproachro dining Corp.,anorberleadingfirm, wasoffering
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In the Elizabeth faciliry, money was would wipe out much of the potential
also apparendy savedon construction, as profits right there. And for that higher
Immigration and Naturalization Servrce dollat figure, you tend to get the kind
investigators noticed rhe absenceof ofpeople who take this guarding thing
promised skylights and a curiously too seriously,
Esmor'sNewJersey center,beforeit
Iow-36 inches-privacy wall in the
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rime, they noticed that nine of 17 guards
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Esmor, as the INS found, you are com- sarnetime.
pletely relieved of the burden of ownerCoffee breaks are important, for
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attempted to sure. Let's just hope those low-energy
ship:
deport alienswirhour returning their guards aren't also snacking on the corpo'"lhe
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The real savings, though, come rn much seasoning,"reponed the Gadsden
"it
shrewd labot decisions,since that's what monitors,
could not be eaten."
accounts for 75 percent of federal
Subedible grub: part ofthe relaxed,
Department of Corrections costs in the low-key atmosphere,or another sbrewd
stodgy,old-fashioned,not-for-profi t jails. cost-cutting measure?Either way, it's a
At the recently openqd Gadsden sfivrft move in this private prison busrCorrectional Institution in Tallahassee, ness'.Tbe customer
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Florida, which is run by U.S. Corection
Corporation, independent monitors Ethics, Inc. on-line: DSHENK@aol.com or
found that the prolnised stafiing plan htm://condor.deoaul.edu-/ethics/inc.html
migration derention facility they were
running in Elizabeth,.New Jersey,
Esmor, one leading firm in the field,
thought not.
Esmor vim.rally did away with standard medicalnoreson dsl2insssand-in
a bold standardization move that could
have many repercussionson prison budgets and fashion-issued to female prisoners, each week, one clean pair of
ovenized men's undetpants with a large
question mark drawn on the crotch area.
(There s nothing in the contract about
humor, of course. That extra Esmor
touch comesfor free.)

